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A redundant or indeterminate structure has more structure than is absolutely necessary. So, if some part 
of the structure is damaged or removed, the structure will not necessarily fail or collapse, as another part can 
bear the load of the damaged or missing piece. A non-redundant structure is dependent on every piece of the 
structure. 
 
An important aspect of redundant structure is that it is possible to have internal forces within the structure, 
with no external loading being applied. These may exist because of: 

 Settlement of supports; 
 The structure not fitting together before it was assembled (‘lack of fit’); 
 Temperature changes. 

 
In a determinate structure, the structure could deform to take account of these effects.  
In an indeterminate structure, the structure cannot freely adjust, and so a state of self-stress results. 

 
 



Determinate structures are analysed just by the use of basic equilibrium equations. By this analysis, the 
unknown reactions are found for the further determination of stresses. 

 
Redundant or indeterminate structures are not capable of being analysed by mere use of basic 
equilibrium equations. Along with the basic equilibrium equations, some extra conditions are required to be 
used like compatibility conditions of deformations etc to get the unknown reactions for drawing bending 
moment and shear force diagrams.  
 
Example of determinate structures are: simply supported beams, cantilever beams, single and double 
overhanging beams, three hinged arches, etc.  

 
Examples of indeterminate structures are: fixed beams, continuous beams, fixed arches, two hinged 
arches, portals, multi storey frames, etc. 
 
Redundancy has long been regarded as a desirable property in ensuring the safety of structural systems. 
But, there is no uniform theory of structural redundancy or any widely agreed definitions. Research in this 
field is working towards incorporating redundancy into safety decision making. 


